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A) equalizing the standard of living for peasant populations
B) establishing communities that are self-sufficient
C) maintaining the diversity of indigenous agriculture
D) meeting demands outside the region of production

1) The development of cash-crop economies promotes globalization by

A) enslaved persons replaced free laborers on farms
B) factory work strengthened extended families
C) displaced rural workers migrated to find jobs
D) the middle class decreased in size

2) In the early 18th century, the Agricultural Revolution in Great Britain resulted
in urbanization because

A) industrial development would severely limit population growth
B) famine and war were natural checks on population growth
C) countries with larger populations would conquer countries with smaller

populations
D) food production would increase at a faster rate than populations would

3) According to Thomas Malthus, the rate of increase for human populations in
relation to the rate of increase for food production was a problem. Malthus
believed that

A) allowed for faster movement between the North Atlantic Ocean and the
Indian Ocean

B) enabled Europeans to explore the Western Hemisphere
C) made it easier for Russia to gain control of Afghanistan
D) provided the Austro-Hungarian Empire with access to its colonies in

South Asia

4) One reason the Suez Canal has been of strategic importance to countries other
than Egypt was that the canal

A) the development of a worldwide communications network
B) the introduction of manorialism
C) a decrease in the power of the monarch
D) an increase in life expectancy

5) Increased agricultural production in England in the late 1700s contributed
directly to

A) ethnic cleansing B) farm productivity
C) the number of wars D) the number of droughts

6) “Famine seems to be the last, the most dreadful resource of nature. The power
of population is so superior to the power in the earth to provide subsistence
for man, that premature death must in some shape or other visit the human
race. . . .”
— Thomas Malthus, 
     “Essay on Population,” 1798

This prediction proved to be wrong in part because of increases in

A) a democratic government B) a rigid class structure
C) a strong religious foundation D) an adequate food supply

7) Before a nation can begin to industrialize, that nation must first develop

A) good harbors B) large forests
C) highland climate D) monsoon winds

8) Which geographic feature aided industrialization in Great Britain?

A) possessed key factors of production
B) excluded foreign investors
C) suppressed the enclosure movement
D) required a minimum wage be paid to workers

9) In the late 1700s, the Industrial Revolution developed in Britain because
Britain

A) The government of Great Britain implemented a series of five-year
plans.

B) Great Britain had alliances with most European countries.
C) Abundant natural resources were available in Great Britain.
D) The practice of serfdom in Great Britain provided an abundance of

laborers.

10) What was one reason the Industrial Revolution began in Great Britain?

A) caravel B) astrolabe
C) airplane D) steam engine

11) Transportation in the 1800s was revolutionized by the development of the

12) Base your answer to the following question on the passage below and on your
knowledge of social studies.

...The factory owners did not have the power to compel anybody to take a
factory job. They could only hire people who were ready to work for the
wages offered to them. Low as these wage rates were, they were nonetheless
much more than these paupers could earn in any other field open to them. It
is a distortion of facts to say that the factories carried off the housewives
from the nurseries and the kitchens and the children from their play. These
women had nothing to cook with and [nothing] to feed their children. These
children were destitute [poor] and starving. Their only refuge was the factory.
It saved them, in the strict sense of the term, from death by starvation.
— Ludwig von Mises, Human Action, A Treatise on Economics, Yale
University Press

A) Factory owners created increased hardships.
B) Factory owners preferred to use child laborers.
C) The factory system allowed people to earn money.
D) The factory system created new social classes.

Which statement summarizes the theme of this passage?

A) had greater deposits of natural resources
B) encountered government resistance to economic growth
C) used isolationism to increase its economic power
D) duplicated the factory systems used in China

13) During the 19th century, industrialization in Great Britain differed from
industrialization in Japan mainly because Great Britain

A) introduction of the factory system
B) increased urbanization
C) increased productivity of industrial workers
D) unsafe working conditions

14) Which development caused the other three?

A) the early textile machines could not produce goods as efficiently as
hand labor

B) laws prohibited women and children from working with machinery
C) the demand for goods increased as goods became cheaper to produce
D) the unions required that more workers be hired to maintain the

machines

15) The invention of spinning and weaving machinery increased the number of
workers in the textile industry in Europe because

A) communist revolutions B) the use of child labor
C) decreased automation D) government regulation

16) In Western European nations, many of the evils associated with the factory
system have been corrected by



Industrial Revolution

A) Sufficient coal and iron ore reserves and a good transportation system
were available.

B) Industries were owned by the national government.
C) A strong union movement was able to secure good working conditions

and high wages for factory workers.
D) Cities could easily accommodate the migration of people from rural to

urban areas.

17) Which statement best describes a major reason that the Industrial Revolution
began in Great Britain?

18) Base your answer to the following question on the quotation below and on
your knowledge of social studies.

"No observer of Manchester [England] in the 1830's and 1840's dwelt on its
happy, well-fed people. 'Wretched, defrauded, oppressed, crushed human
nature lying in bleeding fragments all over the face of society,' wrote an
American in 1845.... Can we be surprised that the first generation of the
labouring poor in . . . Britain looked at the results of capitalism and found
them wanting?"

—E.J. Hobsbawm

A) Black Plague B) Glorious Revolution
C) Napoleonic Wars D) Industrial Revolution

This quotation describes some negative effects of the


